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 @ HAAJ
 ú¯ É¯
 ú¯ éKCJË@ ÈA¾ B@ Q»Xð éJK@Q¯B
 ®Ë@
C£B
@ úæËAg
èPðQåË@ð
ii.4 Recombinant syllogisms and a comment on the three figures in
the two cases of absolute and necessary
{Prior Anal i.4, 25b26}

 Y ®Ö Ï @ ÉJ. úÎ« HQ»
 X èPñ»YÖÏ @ ZAJ B@ è Yê¯
QÓ @ áÓ éÒJÊªK X@QK AÜ Ï HAÓ

[2.4.1] These things that we have been discussing [(i.e. propositions)] 106.4
are referred to as ‘premises’ when one intends to study them as parts of


 á« Ð PCË@ à@ : Èñ® J¯ , AJ®Ë@
ñë Pñ»YÓ Q« àñºK à @ AÓ@ ,ñÊm' B AJ®Ë@
a syllogism. We assert that a [proposition] that follows from a syllogism 106.5
falls into one of two cases. The first case is that neither the proposition

 ð , Éª®ËAK AJ®Ë@
 ú¯ éJ® K Bð
 JK@Q¯@  A®Ö Ï @ è Yë ÈAJÓ @ ùÒ
ÉJÓ , HA
.
nor its contradictory negation is mentioned explicitly in the syllogism; syllogisms of this kind are called ‘recombinant’. An example is




à @ AÓ@ ð ;Qëñk. à@ñJk É¾¯ , Qkñk. Õæk. É¿ð , Õæk. à@ñJk É¿ : ½Ëñ¯

when you say
(1)

Every animal is a body,
and every body is a substance,
so every animal is a substance.
1
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The second case is that

 Ì 'AK ð , éJ® K ð @ Ð PCË@ àñºK
ék. ñK. Éª®ËAK. éJ¯ @P ñ»YÓ ,H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ú¯Q£ Yg @ éÊÒm
. .
; AÓ
the proposition or its contradictory negation, or more generally one of the
two polarities of the goal, is mentioned in it explicitly in some way.


 PñêÒmÌ '@ð , AJKAJJ@
 éJÖÞ @ @ Ygð
áÓ X@ ,AJ£Qå éÖÞ @ ÕË AÖß @ ð . AJ£Qå éKñÒ
.

I call these [syllogisms] ‘duplicative’, though the common name for them
is ‘conditional’. The reason I don’t call them conditional is that

 @ ÉJ úÎ« àñºK AÓ HA
 J£QåË@
. à@Q¯B
.

some conditional [syllogisms] are in fact recombinant (??).

106.10

 @ ÉK A úÎ« àñºK AÓ Ð Y ® JËð
 JÊÔg áÓ àñºK AÓ éJÓð . à@Q¯B
:Èñ® J¯ . HA
.

[2.4.2] Let us start with the recombinant [syllogisms]. Some of them [are 106.11
predicative, i.e. they] consist of predicative [propositions]. We assert that

 
 ú¯ àA¿Q
 áÓ ËñÓ éKA¯ , úÎÔg ¡J úG@Q¯@ AJ¯ É¿
 áJÓ Y ®Ó
Yg
à@
.
every simple predicative recombinant syllogism is composed of two premises
which share a term,

 Ï @ ÈAJÖÏ @ ¼@Q@
AÒëYg @ ú¯ àñºK à @ AÓ@ ñÊm' B Ym Ì '@ @ Yëð . Õæm.Ì '@ ú¯ XPñÖ
like the shared term ‘body’ the example above. This term can be in one of
the two [premises]


A«ññÓ ð @ ,AÒîDÊ¿ ú¯ BñÒm× àñºK ð @ , A«ññÓ Qk B@ ú¯ð , BñÒm×
as predicate and in the other as subject; or it can be predicate in both; or it
can be subject


àñºK à @ AÓA ¯ ,Qk B@ úÎ« BñÒm× AÒëYg @ ú¯ A«ññÓ àA¿ @ X@ ð . AÒîDÊ¿ ú¯
in both. When this term is the subject in one and the predicate in the other, 106.15
then there are two cases. It can be

Transcription and readings checked 7 Feb 09.
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ø YË@ ñëð ,H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ÈñÒjÖÏ A«ññÓð , H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ¨ññÓ úÎ« BñÒm×

predicated of [the term that is] the subject of the goal and subject for [the 107.1
term that is] the predicate of the goal; this case is


 ùÒ
,H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ÈñÒm× úÎ« BñÒm× àñºK à @ AÓ@ ð ; È ð B@ É¾Ë@

called ‘the first figure’. Or else it can be predicated of the predicate of the
goal


 ñë @ Yëð , H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ¨ññÖÏ A«ññÓ
áÓ èQ»X @ AÜ Ï ,ùªË @ ø YË@ É¾Ë@
and subject for the subject of the goal. But when I come to discuss it, I will
eliminate this figure

 ®Ë@
 ú¯ éK ñk ð YªK éÊªË@
. éÒ
. .
.
on grounds of deficiency, though it had to be included in the classification. 107.4

   

úæË@ éJÊJÖÏ @ éÒ
®Ë@ úÎ« ÈA¾ B@ @ñÒ¯ ág ÑîEA¯
[2.4.3] When people classified the figures according to the threefold 107.4
classification that

 .¯ AëAKQ»X
 éK @ úÎ« AîDÓ @Yg@ð @ñJJ« , éKCK HZAm
úÎ« èð Yg @ð ,È ð B@ É¾Ë@

we mentioned, where syllogisms come in three forms, they identified one 107.5
of these parts as being the first figure, and they took it as




@ð Q¢ AÜ Ï Õç' ,Qk B@ ú¯ ÈñÒm× AÒëYg @ ú¯ ¨ññÓ é¢ð @ ø YË@ ñë éK @
being the one whose middle term is a subject in one of the two premises
and a predicate in the other. But then when they considered

 k áÓ èð Yg @ , ©ÒJm.' AÓ éJÓ ©ÒJm.' IJ
 k áÓ éJ¯
é¢ð ¨ññÓ ¡®m' IJ
any specific premise pairs that presented themselves (idiom??), they took
‘first figure’ to mean that the term that serves as subject for the middle term
remains
{NB ‘They take X min h.aytu φ’ here means ‘They take X to mean that φ’.}
¯


C¾ Éªk. éÊg. B ø YË@ úæªÖÏ @ áÓ  k @ @ Yëð . ¡® ¯ BñÒm× éËñÒm× ð A«ññÓ

a subject in the conclusion, and the term that serves as predicate for the
middle term remains a predicate in the conclusion. This is a narrower

3
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meaning than the one originally assigned for this figure.


  ß
à B ÉK. ,ÈñÒm× ð ¨ññÓ ¡ð B@ à @ XQj
. Ö . B , Bð @ C¾ @ñÊªk. @ XA¯ . Bð @
Then because they counted the first figure not as the one satisfying the general condition that the middle term occurs both as subject and and predicate, but where
{Should be anna rather than li-anna, shouldn’t it?}


@ñ®Ë @ Y® ¯ ;H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ÈñÒjÖÏ ¨ññÓð , H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ¨ññÓ úÎ« ÈñÒm× ¡ð B@
AÒ¯
the middle term is predicate of the subject of the goal. and subject of the 107.10
predicate of the goal, they devised a fourth subdivision.

ñë ZAªËB @ @ Yë ÉK. , ék. ñË@ @ Yë úÎ« B áºËð , @ Yë Q»YK ZAJ.£ B@ ÉA¯ð . AªK. @P

The best of doctors mentions this fourth figure, but he doesn’t take the view
that we do. Here we reject it

 Q«ð , ùªJJ£ Q« QÓ @ éK @ I
, éK ðQË@ð Q¢JË@ èXAªË Õç'CÓ Q«ð , ÈñJ.®Ó
.
.. .
úæªJÓð
because it is unnatural, unreasonable and inappropriate for the conduct of
the enquiry and reflection. And it is not needed,


 JK º« èñ ®K éJ«
.Qk @ ©ñÓ ú¯ ém ñJ AÓ úÎ«ð , È ð @ É¾ ñë AÓ éj
.
.
thanks to the possibility of converting the conclusion of [a syllogism] in
first figure; we will explain this elsewhere.
{Is this a reference to 110.6ff? }

áºJÊ¯
[2.4.4] So let

107.13




úÎ« BñÒm× ¡ð B@ è Yg àñºK ø YË@ ñê¯ úGAJË@ AÓ @ð . èAKQ»X AÓ È ð B@ É¾Ë@
the first figure be what we said it is. The second figure is the one in which
the middle term is predicated of

 àñºK ø YË@ ñê¯ IËA
 JË@ AÓ @ð . á¯Q¢Ë@
.AªJÔg. AÒîD¯ A«ññÓ ¡ð B@ è Yg

both the two extreme terms. The third figure is where the middle term is 107.15
subject for both the extreme terms.

4
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 ùÒ
 H ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ¨ññÓ ñë ø YË@ ¬Q¢Ë@ð
@ Yë AîD¯ úæË@ éÓ Y ®Ö Ï @ð ,Qª @ @ Yg
.
The extreme term which is the subject of the goal is known as the ‘minor
term’, and the premise which contains

Transcription checked 7 Feb 09. Readings checked 28 Sep 12.
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 ùÒ
 H ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ÈñÒm× ñë ø YË@ ¬Q¢Ë@ð , øQª éÓ Y ®Ó
  ¬Q¢Ë@
 ùÒ
@ Yg
.

this extreme term is called the ‘minor premise’. The extreme term which is
the predicate of the goal is called

  ¬Q¢Ë@ @ Yë AîD¯ úæË@ éÓ Y ®Ö Ï @ð ,Q» @
 JË AKð .ø Q» éÓ Y ®Ó
 ùÒ
áJÓ Y ®Ó
.
.
the ‘major term’, and the premise that contains this extreme is called the
‘major premise’. A composition of two premises

 à@Q¯B
  AîE@ YË éj
 JJË@ AîD« Im' úæË@ð . éJK Q¯ ùÒ
 AK
éJ .  éJJëð .AAJ¯ ùÒ
.
.
..
is called a ‘premise-pair’. The thing from which the conclusion has to follow intrinsically is called a ‘syllogism’. The format of the relation
{The li-dātihā refers back to bi-dātihā in the definition of syllogism at 54.7. }
¯
¯

 á¯Q¢Ë@ úÍ@ ¡ð B@
 éJË @ A
 Ð@X AÓ éKA¯ , Ð QÊK ø YË@ð . C¾ ùÒ
AJ®ËAK
.
between the middle term and the two extremes is called a ‘figure’. The
thing that follows is called the ‘goal’ while we are still making our way
towards it through the syllogism.


 JK ùÖÞ Ð QË @ XA¯ . AK ñÊ¢Ó ùÒ
. éj
.
.

Then when it has followed, it is called the ‘conclusion’.

108.5


 ùÖÞ AÖß@ ð
à B Bð @ C¾ È ð B@ É¾Ë@
[2.4.5] The first figure is put as the first figure just because

108.5


 
 , é®JK áK ék AJK@
éKAAJ¯ð
B @ i.JK B úGAJË@ð ,I.ËA¢ÖÏ @ ©JÔg. i.JK éK Bð , éÊÓA¿
. . .

the fact that its conclusion follows is self-evident, and the syllogisms in it
are perfect. Another reason is that it entails each kind of goal, whereas the
second figure entails only




 JË@ð , I.ËAË@
úÎ¾Ë@ ñëð I.ËA¢ÖÏ @ É¯ @ i.JK éK Bð , úG Qm.Ì '@ B @ i.JK B IËA
negative propositions, and the third figure entails only existentially quantified propositions. Moreover it entails goals of the best kind, namely universally quantified

. I.k. ñÖÏ @

affirmative propositions.

6
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éJ . ËA øQª Bð , áJKQk. áÓ Bð , áK éJ . ËA áÓ AJ¯ B éK @ ÕÎ« @ ð

[2.4.6] Know that:

108.8

1. There is no syllogism from two negative propositions,
2. Nor is there from two existentially quantified propositions.
3. The minor premise is not negative [[unless it is a contingency proposition]].
4. The major premise is not existentially quantified.
5. And know that the conclusion follows the worse of the two premises,
not in every respect, but in quantity and quality though not in modal- 108.10
ity.
{Camestres and Baroco are both counterexamples to the third condition.
Could the suspicious item about contingency propositions be a corruption
of a clause covering this? }

 JJË@ à @ ÕÎ« @ ð . AJºÜØ IËAË@ àñºK à @ B @ éJKQk Aë@Q»
ák @ ©J.K éj
.
.
.
.

á
. JÓ Y ®Ö Ï @
{NB This is a typo for the peiorem rule.}



 Ì '@ àðX éJ®JºË@ð éJÒºË@ ú¯ ÉK ; Zúæ É¿
YªK. AêÒÊªK Éªk. è Yëð . éêm
ú¯ B
.
.
You will learn these things later

 JKQm.Ì '@ PAJ.J«AK.
. HA

as we consider the separate cases.


: È ð B@ É¾Ë@
The first figure:

108.12


ð
Cg@X éJ¯ Qª B@ Ym Ì '@ PA , éJ . k. ñÓ è@Qª I KA¿ AÜ Ï éKA¯ È ð B@ É¾Ë@

[2.4.7] Consider a syllogism in the first figure. Given that its minor 108.13
premise is affirmative, [it is asserted that some or all of the things satisfying] its minor term are included



éJÊ« ÈA®K AÓ É¿ úÎ« úÎ¿ H. Am.' @ ø Q.ºË@ ú¯ àA¿ @ XA¯ . ¡ð B@ éJÊ« ÈA®K AÒJ¯
7
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among the things that satisfy the middle term. So when the major premise
is universally quantified, if it affirms or denies [the major term] of everything that satisfies



éJ¯ ÉgX ,ÉJ¯ J» ¡ð B@ éJÊ« ÈA®K AÓ É¿ á« úÎ¿ I.Ê ð @ , ¡ð B@
the middle term, regardless of how it does so, [it follows that the things 108.15
satisfying] its minor term are included among [the things that satisfy, or
respectively fail to satisfy, the major term].


ñë àñºK B à @ Pñm.' X@ ; Qª B@ éKñ®K à @ áºÓ @ AJÊ¿ áºK ÕË àA¯ .Qª B@

But if [the major premise] was not universally quantified, it could happen
that [the things satisfying] the minor term escape [the major term], since it
could happen that [the premises are true but]

Transcription checked 7 Feb 09. Readings checked 28 Sep 12.
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áºK ÕË @ X@ AÓ A¯ .AJºÜØ ð @ AK PðQå àA¿ Z@ñ , ÕºmÌ '@ éJÊ« ø YË@ ªJ.Ë@

the ‘some’ individuals [witnessing the major premise] are not [those satisfying the minor term]. (This could happen equally well when [the major
premise] is a necessity proposition or a possibiity proposition.) And if [the
minor premise] didn’t

; àAJK AJ.Ó AÒëð ,AÒîDÊ¿ úÎ« I.k. ñK @P ñÓ @ Yj.J¯ ,Qª B@ úÎ« BñÒm× ¡ð B@

predicate [i.e. affirm] the middle term of the minor term, then you will
find [a syllogism of the same form] with minor and middle terms such that
nothing satisfies both of them;

¡ð B@ úÎ« ÕºmÌ '@ àñºK à @ Ð QÊK C¯ . àAJK AJ.JÓ AÒëð , AÒîDÊ¿ á« I.Ê @P ñÓ @ð

and things that are denied of both of them, and the two are disjoint. So it
doesn’t follow that what [the major premise] says about the middle term
{We surely want things that are true of all of one but none of the other? }

ÉK. ,YªK. @ ½Ë Y¯ ,AJKQk. Q.» B@ àA¿ àA¯ . AK. Am.' @ ð @ AJ.Ê àA¿ ,Qª B@ úÎ« AÒºk

holds also of the minor term, regardless of whether [the major premise] is
an affirmation or a denial. If the major premise is existentially quantified,
then the same holds a fortiori;

 JK à @ Im' ÕË ,Qª CË @Xñk ñÓ ¡ð B@ð , ¡ð B@ « AJKQk àA¿ à@
, éJË@ ø Yª
úÎ
.
.
..

or rather, if the middle term is existentially quantified [in the major premise],
and the middle term is predicated of the minor term [in the minor premise], 109.5
then what is said of the middle term [in the major premise] doesn’t have to
transfer to the minor term,

 @ ¡ð B@ àñºK à @ PñjJ¯ , AJKQk AÒºk àA¿ ¡ð B@ úÎ« ÕºmÌ '@ X@
áÓ Ñ«
.
.

since what is asserted or denied of the middle term is asserted or denied
of ‘some’ of the middle term, so it is possible for the middle term to cover
more things than
{NB Here the quantifier is definitely part of the h.ukm.}


H. Am.' AK. Qª B@ á« h. PAg ñë ø YË@ ªJ.Ë@ ú¯ ÕºmÌ '@ àñºK ð ,Qª B@
the minor term, and the assertion or denial [in the major premise] is about
some things that are not covered by the minor term,

9
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éK @ áJ.¯ . èQ»X AJÓY¯ AÓ àñºK ð ,Qª B@ Ë AÓ úÎ« ÕºmÌ '@ àñºJ¯ , I.Ê ð @

so the assertion or denial is about things not satisfying the minor term, and
we are in the situation discussed earlier. So it is clear that

, éJÊ« QåJ®K à @ I.m.' @ Yëð . i.JK ÕË éJKQk. ø Q.ºË@ð éJ . ËA øQªË@ I KA¿ @ X@

when the minor premise is negative and the major premise is existentially
quantified, the premises don’t entail a conclusion. We should stop there


 ÉªJ
 JK AîDÓ Ð QÊK B AîE @ I , iJK B AÓ H ðQå YªK
 Bð
½KA¯ . éJJªÓ éj
.
.
.. . .
.

and not bother to enumerate the moods that are unproductive because no 109.10
determinate conclusion follows from them.


. éÊ JÓ B@ ½ÊK XPñK à @ ½JºÖß , èAJÓY¯ AÖß. é£AgB
@ YªK.

When you have understood what we said earlier, you can give examples of
such moods.

 Ï @ à @ ÕÎ« @ ð
AêÒºk HCÒêÖ
[2.4.8] Know that unquantified propositions behave like

109.11

 
 K Qª iÊJ¯ , HA
 JKQm.Ì '@ Õºk

AêÓA¾k @ HAñ
jÖÏ @ à@ ð . éÊÒêÓ
i.JKð , HA

existentially quantified propositions, in that they can legitimately occur as
minor premise in a syllogism with an unquantified conclusion. Singular
propositions behave

 , AJ¯ áJñm× áÓ àñºK Y¯ éKA¯ . éJÊ¾Ë@ ÐA¾k @
ñë YK P :½Ëñ®»
like universally quantified propositions. In fact there can be a syllogism in
which both premises are singular, for example
(2)

and
(3)

Zayd is the father of Abdullah.


 .ð QÔ« ñk @ ð @ , @ Yë é<Ë@ YJ« ñK @ð , é<Ë@ YJ« ñK @
× àñºK l. ' AJJË@ áºËð
éñm
. .
. .
Abdulluh is this person (or the brother of c Amr).

But the conclusions will be

 HAñ
 Y ®Ó

.øQª HAÓ
jÖÏ @ ÉÒªJ AÓ Q» @ð . éJm
singular. Most of the singular propositions that are used [in syllogisms] 109.15
occur as minor premises.
10
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 JÊ¯
 P ñjÖÏ @ Yª
, @ h. É¿ à @ áJ.¯ , @ H. É¿ð H. h. É¿ àA¿ @ X@ éK@ : Èñ® J¯ H@
[2.4.9] Let us list the quantified moods. We say:

(4)

When every C is a B;
and every B is an A;
then clearly every C is an A.

{BARBARA}

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 6 Jan 13.
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, @ h. áÓ Zúæ B à @ áJ.¯ , @ H. áÓ Zúæ Bð , H. h. É¿ àA¿ @ X@ éK @ð
And
When every C is a B;
and no B is an A;
then it’s clear that no C is an A.

(5)

{CELARENT}

And
(6)





àA¿ @ X@ éK @ð , @ h. ªK. à @ áJ.¯ , @ H. É¿ð , H. h. ªK. àA¿ @ X@ éK @ð
When some C is a B;
and every B is an A;
then it’s clear that some C is an A.

{DARII}
And
(7)

When some C is a B;
and no B is an A;
then it’s clear that not every C is an A.

{FERIO}


 ñë @ Yê¯ . @ h. É¿
É¾Ë@
Ë à @ áJ.¯ , @ H. áÓ Zúæ Bð , H. h. ªK.
, È ð B@
[2.4.10] This is the first figure

 Ð QÊK Y¯ð
 . è Yë ém' AJKð , ©K P B@ è Yë èPñjÖÏ @ éK ðQåð
 ®Ë@
áÓ éKCJË@ HAAJ
.
.
.
and its quantified moods are these four, and their conclusions are these.
And three of these syllogisms can be taken to have consequences

 HAAJ
 ¯ áºK ÕË ,AîDÊ« HAAJ
 ¯ IÊªk
 . àA¯ . è Yë ñº« ùë Ð P@ñË è Yë
éÊÓA¿
that are converses of the ones above. If you make syllogisms with these 110.5
conclusions, the syllogisms aren’t perfect



. ºªËAK. AîD« Ð QÊK AÓ áJ.K AÖß @ ÉK. ; AîDË@ AJ®ËAK
.

in comparison with the ones above; rather one just proves what follows
from the ones above by [adding] a conversion.
12
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ii.4

Q« ú¯ à@ : ÈA¯ áÓ AÓ A¯
[2.4.11] Suppose someone were to say that there are other

110.6


Zúæ B ð @ , @ H. É¿ð H. h. áÓ Zúæ B àA¿ @ X@ ñëð , i.JK AÓ H. ðQåË@ è Yë
productive moods besides these, namely that when either
No C is a B;
and every B is an A.

(8)
or

No C is a B;
and some B is an A.

(9)

 

É¿ Iº«
@ X@ ½K B :ÈA¯ . h. @ ªK. Ë i.JK @ , @ H. ªK. ð H. h. áÓ

it follows that
(10)

Some A is not a C.

Hbecause when you convert
(11)

Every B is an A.


 áÓ i.JK @ , @ H. ªK. ð @@ H.
@ Yë á« H. @ñm.Ì 'A¯ . h. @ É¿ Ë úGAJË@ É¾Ë@

or
(12)

Some B is an A.

then it follows by a syllogism in the second figure that
(13)

Not every A is a C.

The answer to this

 
,H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ¨ññÓ AÒîE Yg@ ú¯ à @ I... , øQªð ø Q.» ÉJ¯ AÖß @ éK @
is that one calls the premises major and minor just because the first contains 110.10
the subject of the goal

 AJÊªk @ XA¯ . H ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ÈñÒm× øQk B@ ú¯ð
Ym Ì '@ H. àA¿ð ,øQª H. h. éÓ Y ®Ó
.
.
and the second contains the predicate of the goal. When we make the
premise C B the minor premise, where B is the
13
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½Ë X ÉJÓ úÎ«ð ,H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ¨ññÓ àñºK ð ,Qª B@ Ym Ì '@ h. àñºJ¯ , ¡ð B@

middle term, then C is the minor term and it will be the subject of the goal.
Likewise
{I.e. the opposite to what he’s just said. We fix which is the minor premise
and which the major, and this determines the form of the conclusion. This
is clearly what happens in practice, particularly when the conclusion is not
yet found or may not exist.}


½Ë X à @ AJJ« ,H. Am.' @ ð @ I.Ê. i.JK B : AJÊ¯ @ XA¯ . H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ ÈñÒm× @ àñºK

A will be the predicate of the goal. And when we said that it doesn’t entail
either a denial or an affirmation, we meant that this


 . ÈñÒm× @ ð iJK B
@ YîE. È@P Y¯ð
ø Q.» á« Ê¯ ,AJ i.JK @ à@ ð . ½Ë@
.

doesn’t entail any conclusion with A as its predicate. That deals with the
doubt. Even if these moods do entail a conclusion, it is not from the major
and

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 7 Jan 13.
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. ©ð AÓ úÎ« øQªð
minor premises that were posited.


YJªK. ñê¯ . áºªK. ÉÓA¾Ë@ úÍ@ ©k. QK éKA¯ ½Ë X ©Óð
[2.4.12] Nevertheless it does reduce to a perfect syllogism through two 111.1
conversions. But this is remote

 
 IAJÓ , ©J¢Ë@ áÓ
 P B@ ÐA¯ B@ áÓ úGAJË@ Õæ®ÊË
ùªË @ AÖß @ ø YË@ ,É¾ CË éªK
.
.
.
from nature; it fits the [residual] subdivision of the figures, which is invalidated
{The figure that Ibn Sı̄nā regards as invalidated is the fourth figure, and it’s
the fourth figure that we get by converting the conclusion of a first figure
syllogism. So I can’t see how in this line he can be saying anything other
than that the two moods under consideration are in fourth figure. This
means either replacing al-tānı̄ min al-’aqsāmi l-’arbac a ti by al-rābic ati or per¯
haps better al-bāqı̄ min al-’aqsāmi l-’arbac a ti by al-rābic ati, or supposing that
Ibn Sı̄nā is temporarily using a different ordering of the figures. See also
111.5, where except for five listed mss that have bāqı̄, again he calls this the
second subdivision. }
{In (110.7) he goes from ‘No C is a B’ and ‘Every B is an A’ to ‘Some A is
not a C’. To get the major and minor premises in the right order, this would
need to be written ‘Every B is an A’, ‘No C is a B’. So it is in fourth figure.
Converting the premises to ‘Some A is a B’, ‘No B is a C’ gets it back to
first figure but with two conversions. }

 

 Ñ¢ ú¯ ©J¢Ë@ á« YªK úGAJË@ É¾Ë@
 àA
éÓ Y ®Ó
¯ . @ Yg. ©J.¢Ë@ á« YJªK. éK B
.
.
èYg@ð
by its extreme remoteness from nature. In fact the second figure is remote
from nature through having a single premise — the major one — in the
wrong order.

 Ñ¢ ú¯ éJ« YªK IËA
@ X@ ð ,øQªË@ ùëð èYg@ð éÓ Y ®Ó
.  JË@ð , ø Q.ºË@ ùë
The third figure is remote from nature though having a single premise —
the minor one — in the wrong order. When


 AÓ @ð . QªÊË á¢¯ð áë YË@ éÊÒJk@ Yg@ð úæªÓ ú¯ YªJË@ àA¿
éKA¯ úGAJË@ Õæ®Ë@
.
the remoteness occurs in just one [premise], the mind tolerates it and sees 111.5
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how to reach the target. But the residual subdivision of the figures
{For tānin read bāqı̄ with several mss. Note also that a ms confuses these
¯
two words at 112.5 below. }

 ú¯ h AJm'
 QªK úÍ@ ùªJJ¢Ë@ QÓ B@ úÍ@ è XP
. éJ« úæªJÓ ñëð , éªJÔg. jÊK
.
.

has to have both premises altered in order to reduce it to natural form, and
this is something we can do without.

. ùªÊK à @ éJ.ë YÓ ú¯ ñë AÖß.ð éK. úÍð BA¯
The best way to deal with this and similar syllogisms is to count them as
invalid.


: úGAJË@ É¾Ë@
[2.4.13] The second figure:

111.8

 gð , á¯Q¢Ë@ úÎ« ÈñÒm× éJÓ ¡ð B@ à @ éÒ¢ ú¯ éJA
 g É¾Ë@
 @ Yë
éJA
The distinctive feature of the format of this figure is that its middle term 111.9
is predicated of both extreme terms. Its distinctive



H. Am.' B AK. Yg@ñË@ ÈñÒjÖÏ @ à B ½Ë Xð ; àAj.JK B éJÓ áJJ.k. ñÖÏ @ à @ ék. AJK@ ú¯
productivity condition is that in it a pair of affirmative premises is not pro- 111.10
ductive. This is because one and the same predicate in [both] affirmations


.¼Aj Ë@ð àAB A¿ á® ®JÓ úÎ«ð , à@ñJmÌ '@ð Qj.mÌ 'A¿ áJK AJ.JÓ úÎ« ÉÒm' Õæm.Ì 'A¿

(for example ‘body’) can be predicated [truly] of two disjoint things (for
example ‘stone’ and ‘animal’), and also of things that coincide (for example
‘human’ and ‘laugher’).


àAB A¿ áJK AJ.JÓ á« I.Ê Y¯ Qj.mÌ 'A¿ Yg@ñË@ ÈñÒjÖÏ @ à B , àAJJ.ËAË@ Bð
, Q®Ë@ð
A pair of negative premises is not productive either, because one and the
same predicate (for example ‘stone’) can be [truly] denied of two disjoint
things (for example ‘human’ and ‘horse’),


 JË@ð àAB A¿ á® ®JÓ á«ð
I.k. ñK Yg@ñË@ ÈñÒjÖÏ @ àA¯ , áJKQk. á« Bð . £A

and of two things that coincide (for example ‘human’ and ‘rational’). Also a
pair of existentially quantified premises productive [in this figure], because
one and the same predicate can be both affirmed [truly]

16
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 , éªK á« IÊ ð Yg@ñË@ QÓ B@ ªJË
úæªK. á« I.Ê ð I.k. ñK Y¯ð
.
.
.
of some of a thing and denied [truly] of some of that thing, and it can be
[truly] affirmed and denied of some of

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 11 Jan 13.
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112



, " AÓ Zúæ É¿ \ úÎ« Õºk @ X@ éKA¯ , éJKQk. ø Q.ºË@ I KA¿ @ X@ Bð . á®ÊJm× áK QÓ @

Õç'

two disjoint things. Nor is it productive when the major premise is existentially quantified; when [the minor premise] makes an assertion about
‘Every [C]’ and
{Given the cases above, we have to show that ‘Every C is a B and some A
is not a B’, or ‘No C is a B and some A is a B’, are not productive. We show
it by showing that there can be (1) terms satisfying the premises and such
that every C is an A, and (2) terms satisfying the premises and such that no
C is an A. }
{Several mss felt a need to add further explanation here, though the details
they add are different. }


úÎ« BñÒm× ZúæË@ àñºK à @ PAg. , ½Ë X ¬Cm'. B , " Qk B@ ªK. \ úÎ« Õºk
½Ë X
[the major premise] makes an assertion about “some A”, it can be that [A]
is true of


 @ éJºË , É¾Ë@
PAg. ð , éJÊ« I.k. ñK B éªK. àA¿ à@ ð éJÊ« I.k. ñJ¯ , éJÓ Ñ«

every [C] but [A] is broader than [C], so that while [A] is true of [C] there
is some [A] that is not true of [C]; but also it’s possible


 g è Yê¯ . éJÊ« ÉÒm' B éJJÊ¾K éË AJK AJÓ àñºK à @
àA¿ AÖß @ ð .h. AJKB @ ú¯ éJA
.
.
that [A] is disjoint from [C] and none of it true of [C]. These are the distinctive features of productivity in the second figure. But this is just


 Ë@ É¾Ë@
 éJ« Qk@ð , AJKAK C¾
ñëð ©®K @ ñë AÓ i.JK éK B ,ÈA¾ B@ áÓ ú¯AJ
.

, úÎ¾Ë@
the second figure, and there is a further figure. These two figures are dif- 112.5
ferent in that the second figure entails conclusions that are more useful,
namely universally quantified propositions,



 Ë@ ½Ë Xð
B @ i.JK B @ Yëð ,I.k. ñÖÏ @ i.JK àA¿ à@ ð , úG Qm.Ì '@ B @ i.JK B ú¯AJ
.
. I.ËAË@

whereas the further figure entails only existentially quantified propositions.
But the further figure does entail affirmative conclusions, while the second
18
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figure entails only negative ones.


 ' AÖß@ éK Bð ;ÐñÊªË@ ú¯ ø @ , I.k. ñÖÏ @ úG Qm.Ì '@ áÓ ©®K @ úÎ¾Ë@ I.ËAË@ àA
HYm
¯
In fact negative universally quantified propositions are more useful than
existentially quantified affirmative propositions, that’s to say that they are
more useful in the sciences. [The second and third figures differ also] because one can reach the first figure from it

 Ë@ AÓ @ð , éJÓ ø QºË@ ºªK È ð B@ éJÓ
 ¯ ú¯AJ
áÓ éJK. @Q® ¯ ,øQªË@ ºªK. HYjJ
.
.
.
by converting its major premise, whereas from the remaining figure one
can reach the first figure by converting the minor premise. So the remaining
figure

. áJÓ Y ®Ö Ï @ ¬Qå @ ú¯ È ð B@
comes closest to the first figure in the higher of its two premises.
{NB ‘Nobler premise’: this is a very silly comment. Can it really be Ibn Sı̄nā
speaking? But note the use of šaraf in Burhān. }



àAjJB @ AîDË@ ñ«YK AÖß @ ð AîD¯ H. ñk. ð B úæË@ éK PAJ.JkB @ ZAJ B@ð
[2.4.14] Turning to premises that are empirical and have no necessity in
their content: it is just our sense of what is right and what we take to be for 112.10
the best that calls us to




AKA¯ ½Ë X ©Óð . éJË@ AK AÓð @ ø YË@ ©ÊJ.ÖÏ @ AêÊÊªK. PðAm.' B AîEA¯ , úÍð BAK. Yg B@ð
consider them. [Aristotle] did not see them as providing any reasons to go
beyond the range of facts that we have indicated. Nevertheless



  à @ YK QK
I KA¿ @ X@ éK @ ñëð , éJ¯ ZAJmÌ '@ ¨AJ¯ AJëñk. ð á« m Ì '@ ©¯QK AÖß. h Qå
è Yë
we will go further, and set out explicitly some facts that will make it impossible for us to maintain an attitude of modest acceptance. To be precise,
take the

 Ï @ úÎ¾Ë@ IÊË@ áÓ Ñê®K AÓ Ik úÎ« é®Ê¢Ö
 Ï @ éJÊ¾Ë@ éJ ËAË@
I.m'. AÒê¯ Ê¢Ö
.
.
.
negative universal absolute proposition, understood as such propositions
normally are understood, so that it is understood without
Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 11 Jan 13.
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113

  Ì
 úæªÖÏ AK I KA¿ Z@ñ é®K ú¯ QÓ B@
AîDÓ ÊK AK B éKA¯ , A
m '@ úæªÖÏ AK. ð @ ÐAªË@
.
any condition being added — it makes no difference whether we take ‘absolute’ in the broader or the narrower sense. [The fact is that] there is no
[productive] second figure syllogism whose composition
{Unclear whether the condition is added to the proposition or to the definition of ‘absolute’. }

 Ï @ éJÊ¾Ë@ éJ k ñÖÏ @ð é®Ê¢Ö
 Ï@
, é®Ê¢Ö
..



 @ Yë ú¯
éJÊ¾Ë@ éJ . ËAË@ à B ½Ë Xð . AJ¯ É¾Ë@

uses such a proposition. This is because a negative universally quantified
absolute proposition and the [corresponding] affirmative universally quantified absolute proposition


 . Yg@ð Zúæ úÎ« AªÓ àA¯Y
  Y¯
 @ Y¯ð
àA¯ .È ð B@ ÕæÊªJË@ ú¯ éÊ JÓ @ éË HXPð
can be both true together of the same subject. Examples of this already
appeared in the First Teaching. Thus


 


  Y¯ Õç'AJK Ë àA@ É¿ð
É¿ð Õç'AK àA@ É¿ à B , àA¯Y
Õç'AK àA@ É¿
.
(14)

Every human sleeps.

and
(15)

Every human doesn’t sleep.

can be true together, because [firstly] every human sleeps, and [secondly]
there are some times at which every


 Ì 'AK ð . AÓ AJ¯ð
 Õç'AJK Ë àA@
;AÖß @X B Yg@ð É¿ úÎ« ÉÒm' ÈñÒm× àA¿ @ X@ éÊÒm
. .
.

human doesn’t sleep. This holds generally, when a predicate is predicated 113.5
of every individual, not permanently


 ÉK ,AÖß @X B Yg@ð É¿
 ÉK
àA¿ à@ ½Ë Y»ð .AÓ AJ¯ð
á« I.Ê A @ ñê¯ , AÓ AJ¯ð
.
.

but at some time, and it is also denied of every individual, not permanently
but at some time. The same holds if
{Unclear whether the bal clause means it is required not to be permanent,
or just that it is not required to be permanent. }


Ë éK @ à X@ ÕÎªK à @ I.j.J¯ , éJ.k. ñK ÕË à@ ð AÖß @X B àñºK à @ Pñm.' CÔg éÊÔg
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its predication is allowed not to be permanent, even if it is not affirmed that
the predication is not permanent; one should know that

 Ë@ ,É¾Ë@
 Ï @ Ik ñÖÏ @ð Ê¢Ö
 Ï @ IËAË@ áÓ Y®ª
 JK à @ Im'
 @ Yë ú¯ AJ¯ Ê¢Ö
Ñê
. .
.
..
a syllogism in this figure, with a negative absolute premise and an affirmative absolute premise, need not be productive. That is, not unless [one of
three cases holds.





 
ð @ ,ºªJK éK @ AJK. ø YË@ PñîDÖÏ @ ¡®ÊË@ úÎ« úÎ¾Ë@ I.ËAË@ ÉÒªJ à @ B @
ÉÒªJ
The first is that] the negative universally quantified proposition which is
used is the standard expression which — as we explained — does convert.
[The second is that] the absolute proposition


 


Ï@
ªK. ú¯ AJÊ¿ QåmÌ '@ Y
X@ ; QåjÊË ÉK. ÉÒjÊË B Aê¯C£@
úæË@ é®Ê¢Ö
, éJÓP B@
that is used is one whose absoluteness belongs not to the predicate but to 113.10
the quantifier, where the quantifier counts as true of all the subject individuals at some particular time.
{It could be not ‘belongs to’ but ‘is attached to’, though there is no attachment word. }

  á  

 Éªk ñëð , éKA«@QÓ P Yª
Yg@ð É¿ ú¯ I ¯ñË@
JK AÓ J®Ë@ ú¯ ÉÒªJ ð @
.
[The third is that] the two propositions have a property that is difficult to
take care of, namely that the time is one and the same in both of them
{NB Difficulty of correlating unstated conditions between the two premises.
}


. áºÓ @ à@ @Yg@ð A£Qåð , áºÓ @ à@ @Yg@ð AJ¯ð
if possible, and under the same condition if possible.
{Why the ‘if possible’s? }

 PAJJ«AK é®Ê¢Ö
 Ï @ áºË

ÐñÊªË@ ú¯ ÉÒªJ à AK. èXAªË@ Qm.' ÕË AÜ Ø , é®K ú¯ Èñ®Ë@
. .
[2.4.15] But propositions that are absolute in the sense that no condition
is added are not customarily used in the sciences
113.13


 . £AjÖÏ @ ú¯ð
 . ÉK. , HAJ
øñJK ð ©ñÓ É¿ ú¯ I.ËAË@ ÉÒªJ à AK. èXAªË@ H Qk
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or in debates. Rather the custom is that when negative propositions are
used in any topic, one intends

 

 . Y¯ ½Ë Y»ð . èAKQ»X ø YË@ QåË@
AÖß @ éK @ , @ H. É¿ ÑêËñ¯ ú¯ èXAªË@ H Qk
the condition which we mentioned. And likewsie it has been customary to 113.15
use the sentence
(16)

Every B is an A.

{What condition did we mention? That the proposition converts? that the
absoluteness is on the quantifier? that the times are the same in both cases?
}

 
úÍ@ I ®JÊK à @ I.j.J¯ , H. àñºK AÓ YJ« , @ H. É¿ à @ éJ K úÎ« ½Ë X ÉÒªJ

with the intention that every B is an A while it is a B. So one has to pay
attention to

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 11 Jan 13.
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 @ Yë ú¯ áK Yë
àA¯ ,PñîDÖÏ @ ñjJË@ úÎ« éJ . ËAË@ ám' ÉÒªJÊ¯ . èYªK. AÓð É¾Ë@
these two usages in this figure and the next [figure]. So let us use the negative in the standard way, since
{Which two uses? I guess (1) the ‘standard’ usage and (2) the descriptional.
I guess the next figure because this is partly reduced to the second. }

 @ Yë h. AJK@ Qå ú¯ I.m.' : Èñ® J¯ , QªÊË ©Ôg. @ ½Ë X
øYg@ àñºK à @ É¾Ë@

this goes best with our purpose. We say: The productivity condition for
this figure should be that one
{See Jadal 153.14 for this usage of ’ajmac u li-. }


. éJÊ¿ ø Q.ºË@ àñºK à @ð , éJ . ËA øQk B @ð , éJ . k. ñÓ áJÓ Y ®Ö Ï @

of the two premises is affirmative and the other is negative, and that the
major premise is universally quantified.
[2.4.16] Let us mention just the moods

H. ðQåË@ Q»YJËð
 JJÖÏ @
. ¡® ¯ éj
.

that are productive.



: éËAJÓ , éJ . ËA éJÊ¿ i.JK éJ . ËA ø Q.ºË@ð áJJÊ¿ áÓ : È ð B@ H. QåË@

The first mood: From two universally quantified premises with the ma- 114.5
jor premise negative, there follows a universally quantified negative proposition, as in:
{CESARE, proved by converting major premise to get Celarent. }



ø Q.ºË@ ºªK AK @ éKAëQK. . @ h. áÓ Zúæ C¯ , H. @ áÓ Zúæ Bð , H. h. É¿
Every C is a B;
and no A is a B;
so no C is an A.
To demonstrate it, we convert the major premise
(17)


Zúæ C¯ , @ H. áÓ Zúæ Bð , H. h. É¿ àñºJ¯ , @ H. áÓ Zúæ B QJ¯
so that it becomes ‘No B is an A’, and then [the syllogism] is
(18)

Every C is a B; and no B is an A;
so no C is an A.
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 . @ h áÓ
,AK. XA¿ @ Yë AJËñ¯ àA¿ à@ éK@ : Èñ® J¯ ÊmÌ '@ K Q£ áÓ éJJ.K Y¯ð
.

We can also prove it by way of absurdity. We say: If [the conclusion] is
false,

 áÓ i.JK , H. @ áÓ Zúæ B àA¿ð @ h. ªK. áºJÊ¯
Ë :È ð B@ É¾Ë@
then let some C be an A. We had that no A is a B, and it follows by [a
syllogism in] the first figure that not
{By FERIO. For below, note that if the sentences are read descriptionally,
then we have that some C is an A all the time it’s a C, and there is no A
that is a B all the time that it’s an A (taking the weaker possible reading).
Therefore there is a C that is not: B all the time it’s A, but also is an A all
the time it’s a C. NB Nothing follows. So take the stronger reading: Every
A is a non-B all the time it’s an A. Now there is a C that is an A all the time
it’s a C; so all the time it’s a C, it is a non-B. So there is a C that is a non-B
all the time it’s a C. This contradicts that every C is a B all the time it’s a C.
}



. Êg @ Yë , H. h. É¿ àA¿ð , H. h. É¿

every C is a B. But we had that every C is a B, and this is absurd.

114.10



@ Yë à@ : ÈA®K à @ ÉKA®Ëð
[2.4.17] Now someone might well say: This
114.10
{NB The objection to the proof of Camestres is answered by showing that
the proof works for the descriptional reading; there is no argument that it
works in general. }


 

 Ï @ àA
 ®Ê¢Ö
éKA¯ , É¿ Ëð É¿ ÈA®K à @ AîD¯ H. YºK B HA
¯ , BAm× A®Êg Ë

is not an impossible absurdity, because you needn’t get a falsehood by saying both ‘Every’ or ‘Not every’ when the propositions are absolute. In fact





 Yg@ð É¿
É¿ ú¯ úæªK ð É¿ Bð ,AÓ AJ¯ð
ú¯ éK. úæªK ð É¿ àñºK à @ Pñm.'
it’s possible to have ‘every’ and mean by it every individual at some time,
and ‘not every’ and mean by it every

 
 

I.ë YK ø YË@ à @ AJÓY¯ Y¯ AK @ H. @ñm.Ì 'A¯ . Êm'. @ Yë Ëð , Qk @ AJ¯ð
Yg@ð

individual at some other time, and this is not an absurdity. The answer is
that we have already set out the line that we are taking


 ®Ê¢ÒÊË
, @ Ð@X AÓ H. @ áÓ Zúæ B úæªÖß. AîDÓ àA¿ AÓ , HA
AJËAÒªJ@ ú¯ AJêë éJË@
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here in our use of the absolute. One case is where the meaning is that no A
is a B all the time that it is an A,
{Which way round the scope? As at 114.9 above, it has to be: Every A is a
non-B all the time it’s an A. }




 JJË@ àñºJ¯ , h Ð@X AÓ H h É¿
éj
éK. úæªK AÖß A¯ H. h. É¿ : AJËñ¯ ½Ë Y»ð
.
. .
.
and likewise the sentence
(19)

114.15

Every C is a B.

just means
(20)

Every C is a B for as long as it is a C.

The conclusion will be

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 12 Jan 13.
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@ h. ªK. :AJËñ¯ ©Ó Y
B @ Yëð . h. Ð@X AÓ @ h. áÓ Zúæ B
that no C is an A all the time that it is a C. But this can’t be true at the same
time as the statement ‘Some C is an A
{NB by notes above, this has to say that every C is a non-A all the time it’s
a C. Note that by using A and C, Ibn Sı̄nā has implicitly switched to the
straight first-figure Ferio; in his proof of the second-figure Cesare it was C
and B, not C and A. }

. ÈAm× Êg @ Yë à XA¯ , h. Ð@X AÓ

for as long as it is a C’, and so this is an impossible absurdity.



à @ AÓ@ ð , i.JJÓ Q« JË AJË@ à @ AÓ@ éJ..¯

[2.4.18] [Returning to the main argument,] the reason for [the absurdity]
is either that the syllogistic format is not productive, or that


 ð iJJÓ JË AJË@ áºË
 . éK XA¿ HAÓ
I KA¿ H. @ áÓ Zúæ B : éÊ KA®Ë@
.  Y®ÖÏ @
.
the premises are false. But the premise-pair is productive and the sentence
‘No A is a B’ is

 

à X@ Zúæ C¯ , @ h. ªK. : AJËñ¯ H. Y» ñë I..Ë@ à @ ù®J . ¯ . A®k
é«ññÓ
posited as true. So the remaining possibility holds, namely that the reason
for the absurdity is the falsehood of the sentence ‘Some C is an A’. Therefore

. @ h. áÓ

no C is an A.
115.5
{Here he returns to the reductio argument. Since this is his first proof of a
syllogism by reductio, he explains the rationale. But he garbles it; the fact
that a proposition is posited as true doesn’t make it in fact true. The ‘reason
for the absurdity’ is that incompatible things have been assumed. So we
can assume one of them and use the absurdity to discharge the assumption
of the other and infer the falsehood of the other. This doesn’t show that
the other is in fact false. But Ibn Sı̄nā has no language for talking about
discharge of assumptions. }


 Ag B éK@ Ðñ¯ ÈA¯
@ Yë à@ ð , ÊmÌ '@ð ºªËAK. @ Yë àAJK. úÍ@ ék
.

[2.4.19] One person said:
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There is no need to prove this by conversion or absurdity, since
it


ZúæË éJ . k. ñÓ Zúæ á« éK . ñÊÓ I KA¿ AÜ Ï H. à @ áJ.Ë@ áÔ¯ . é®JK. áK.

Qk @
is self-evident. It is clear that when B is [truthfully] denied of
one thing and affirmed of another thing,

 ¯
áÓ AÓ A¯ . éË áK AJ.Ó Q« h. àA¿ð H. È AJK AJ.Ó @ àA¿ @ X@ , àAJK AJ.JÓ àAJËA
Éªk.
then the two things are disjoint, since A is disjoint from B and
C is not disjoint from B.
The person who took
{It’s tempting to delete from ’idā to lahu, since the comment was made by
¯
somebody who didn’t understand the argument. But Ibn Sı̄nā is quoting,
and for all we know, the error was made by a translator into Arabic and not
the person being quoted.}


 áK ð é®JK áJË@ áK Q

áJ.Ë@ áÓ I.K Q®Ë@
.
. .
. ®K Ê¯ , é®JK. AJK. QÓ B@ @ Yë
. é®JK.

this to be self-evident is failing to distinguish between what is self-evident
and what is nearly self-evident.


áJK AJ.JÖÏ @ àA
¯ ,AîD®K øñ«YË@ Q« éj. mÌ '@ Éªm.' ÕÎ¯ , éK. i. Jm' @ AÖß. i. Jk@ áÓ AÓ @ð

The person who stated this argument failed to distinguish between the argument and the claim itself. It’s true that two things being disjoint

 . IÒÊ«
 AÒ» , Yg@ð úæªÓ Qk B@ á« AÒëYg @ H. ñÊÖÏ @ð
I ®JÊK áë YË@ áºËð

is equivalent to one of them being [truthfully] denied of the other, as you 115.10
know. But the mind necessarily pays attention



ñK B úæË@ ð @ @ È éJK AJ.ÖÏ @ H. I KA¿ AÜ Ï h. à@ : Èñ®K à @ úÍ@ èPðQå
to the fact that what [the premise-pair] says is
(21)

When C is B which is disjoint from A (or which doesn’t fit the
description A).
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 Y¯ àñºJ¯ , @ H
 . é®JK ék AJK@ áJË@ úÍ@ è XP
á« Q.ªK áÓ ªK. é¯A K Y¯ð
. .
.
.

So its reduction to something evident can be the actual implication. This
person has already been contradicted by a person who understands

 m é¯A JÓ áK AJJÖÏ @
 ñÊË@ ú¯ É®Ë@ ÉK ñ£ ÐC¿ @ Yë ú¯ð . éjJ
. k@
.
‘disjoint’ to mean genuinely contradictory. There is a long discussion of
this in the section of Appendices.

[2.4.20] This [premise-pair] is also productive

i.JK @ Yëð






, C£B
AK. H. h. É¿ :AJËñ¯ à @ Ðñ¯ éJ£ AÓ úÎ¾Ë@ H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ Éªk. à@ A @
if one takes the universally quantified goal in the way that some people
think, that the sentence ‘Every C is a B, with absoluteness’

 
 àñºK à @ YªK , H úæê¯ , AÓ I ¯ð
 ú¯ èXñk ñÖÏ @ HAÒJ
 m.Ì '@ É¿
ú¯ I ¯ñË@
à@
. .
.
I.ËAË@

means that all the existing Cs at some time are Bs, given that the time is 115.15
the same in both the negative

. @ Yë úÍ@ I ®JÊK B à @ H. ñ B@ð . @Yg@ð I.k. ñÖÏ @ð

and the affirmative premises. The best response to this is to ignore it.

: éËAJÓ . éJ . ËA



éJÊ¿ i.JK éJ . ËA øQªË@ð áJJÊ¿ áÓ : úGAJË@ H. QåË@

[2.4.20] The second mood: From two universally quantified premises, 115.17
where the minor premise is negative, there follows a universally quantified
negative conclusion. For example:



AJº« @ X@ AKA¯ . @ h. áÓ Zúæ C¯ , H. @ É¿ð , H. h. áÓ Zúæ B
(22)

No C is a B;
and every A is a B;
so no C is an A.

Thus when we convert
{CAMESTRES}

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 12 Jan 13.
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 JJË@ ºªK Õç' , h @ áÓ Zúæ B iJK @ éJ k ñÖÏ @ úÍ@ AëAJ® @ð øQªË@
úÍ@ éj
.
.
. ..
the minor premise and we add it to the affirmative premise, they entail ‘No
A is a C’, and then the conclusion is converted as required.
{By Celarent. }




. H. h. ªJ.¯ , H. @ É¿ð , @ h. ªK. àA¿ à@ éK @ A @ ÊmÌ 'AK. ð . Aê®k

[It can also be proved] by absurdity: if some C is an A and every A is a B,
then some C is a B.
{Major plus negation of conclusion gives negation of minor by Darii. }


 JË@ H. QåË@
: éËAJÓ . éJÊ¿ éJ . ËA ø Q.»ð éJ . k. ñÓ éJKQk. ø Qª áÓ : IËA

[2.4.21] The third mood: From an existentially quantified affirmative 116.3
minor premise and a negative universally quantified major premise. For
example:


. éJ . ËAË@ ºªK. áJ.K . @ h. É¿ Ê¯ , H. @ áÓ Zúæ Bð , H. h. ªK.
(23)

Some C is a B;
and no A is a B;
so not every C is an A.

It is proved by conversion of the negative premise.
{FESTINO, conversion reduces to Darii. }



, H. h. áÓ Zúæ C¯ , H. @ áÓ Zúæ Bð , @ h. É¿ àA¿ à@ éK @ ÊmÌ 'AK. ð
And by absurdity, if every C is an A and no A is a B, then no C is a B,
{Reduced to Celarent. }

116.5

. H. h. ªK. àA¿ð

whereas we had that some C is a B.


Ë : éËAJÓ . éJÊ¿ éJ . k. ñÓ Aë@Q.» , éJKQk. éJ . ËA øQª áÓ : ©K. @QË@ H. QåË@

[2.4.22] The fourth mood: From a negative existentially quantified mi- 116.7
nor premise and an affirmative universally quantified major premise. For
example:
{BAROCO}




ºªJK éJ . k. ñÖÏ @ð ºªJK B éJKQm.Ì '@ð , @ h. É¿ Ê¯ H. @ É¿ð H. h. É¿
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Not every C is a B;
and every A is a B;
so not every C is an A.

The existentially quantified premise doesn’t convert. The affirmative premise
converts



É¿ àA¿ à@ éK @ ÊmÌ 'AK. áJ.JÊ¯ . Aj.JJÓ AK@Q¯@ éJKQm.Ì '@ øQk BAK. à Q® K C¯ éJKQk.

to an existentially quantified proposition, so it doesn’t combine with the
other existentially quantified proposition to yield a productive premisepair. So let us prove it by absurdity: if every




h. ªK. Q®JË ð @ . H. h. É¿ Ë àA¿ð , H. h. É¾¯ , H. @ É¿ð ,@ h.

C is an A and every A is a B, then every C is a B — but we had that not 116.10
every C is a B. Or [for ecthesis] let some of C
{For absurdity, reduced to Barbara. Then for ecthesis, reduced to Camestres.
Instead of saying ‘for ecthesis’ (fard.) he says li-yufrad.); this is impossible in
English since we have no verb ‘to ecthesise’. }



Zúæ C¯ , H. @ É¿ð , H. X áÓ Zúæ C¯ , X áºJËð éJJªJËð H. Ë ø YË@
which is not a B be chosen; identifying it, let it be D. Then no D is a B, and
every A is a B, so no
{li-tuc ayyin is a rare li- with 2nd person jussive, probably influenced by the
mathematical style (li-yufrad. etc.), cf. 117.14 below. }

. È ð B@ úÍ@ ©k. Q¯ , X h. ªK. ð , @ X áÓ

D is an A. But some C is a D. So it is reduced to the first figure.
{This second reduction is to Ferio. }

 JË@ É¾Ë@

: IËA
The third figure:

116.13


 gð , IÒÊ«
g
 AÓ é®JË AK ú¯ É¾Ë@
 @ Yë éJA
i.JK B éK @ ék. AJK@ ú¯ éJA
[2.4.23] You know the distinctive feature of this figure in terms of its
construction. The special feature of its productivity is that it entails only
116.14



. éJÊ¿ AÒë@Yg@ ð éJ . k. ñÓ øQªË@ àñºK à @ ñë i.JK à @ ú¯ é£Qåð , AJKQk. B @
existentially quantified propositions, and its productivity condition is that 116.15
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the minor premise is affirmative and one of the premises is universally
quantified.

á® ®JÓ Yg@ð Zúæ á« àAK. ñÊÖÏ @ à@QÓ B@ àñºK à @ I.m.' ÕË áJJ.ËA AJKA¿ àA¯
If both premises are negative, the two things denied of one thing don’t have
to be either compatible
{To prove the productivity condition we only need to show that the minor
premise is not negative. }

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 12 Jan 13.
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ªK. ú¯ I.k. ñK Yg@ñË@ QÓ B@ àñºK à @ PAg. áJKQk. AJKA¿ à@ ð . á®ÊJm× ð @
or distinct. If both premises are existentially quantified, it’s possible that
the one thing is affirmed in some
{To rule out an I conclusion we want that they are disjoint, i.e. not compatible. To rule out an O conclusion we want that they are equal, i.e. not
distinct. }

àA®ÊJjÖÏ @ àñºK à @ PAg. ð . ªK. á« I.Ê ð ªK. ú¯ I.k. ñK àñºK à @ð , Zúæ
thing, and that it is affirmed in some and denied of some; and it’s possible
that two disjoint things } {So A and C can be equal, since we can have the
same thing true of some B and of some B, and also true of some B and
false of some B. We don’t need both false since the case of two negatives
has already been excluded.}



. ªK. á« I.Ê Qk B@ð ªK. ú¯ I.k. ñK Yg@ð ð @ , ªK. ú¯ I.k. ñK É¿
are both [truthfully] affirmed of some [B], or one is [truthfully] affirmed of
some [B] and the other is [truthfully] denied of some [B].
{It should be not different but disjoint. The simplest correction, though no
evidence for it in the mss, is to replace muktalifāni at the end of line 2 by
¯
mukālifāni. }
¯

Yg. ñK AÓ éË Yg. ñK à @ QÓ @ á« Zúæ I.Ê @ X@ I.m.' ÕË éJ . ËA øQªË@ I KA¿ à@ ð
If the minor premise is negative and [B] is [truthfully] denied of [A] and
[B] is true of [C], it doesn’t have to be either that [C] is true


:XðYmÌ '@ I.Ê¢ à @ ½JÊ«ð . éJ« I.Ê ð @ Qk B@ ½Ë YË

of [A] or that it is false of [A]. You should look for terms [to prove these 117.5
statements].



, h. H. É¿ : éËAJÓ , éJ . k. ñÓ éJKQk. i.JK áJJ.k. ñÓ áJJÊ¿ áÓ : È ð B@ H. QåË@

[2.4.24] The first mood: from two universally quantified affirmatives 117.6
there follows an existentially quantified affirmative, as in
(25)

Every B is a C;
and every B is an A.

{DARAPTI}
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 @ h àñºK à @ Pñm' éKA¯ . @ h É¿
H. áÓ Ñ«
à @ @ Yë áÓ Ð QÊK B , @ H. É¿ð
.
.
.

It doesn’t follow from this that every C is an A. In fact it can be that C is
broader than B


áºËð .ÐñÒªË@ ú¯ h. àðX AÓ@ ð h. È AK. ñÊÓ AÓ@ H. É¾Ë Xñk. ñÖÏ @ àñºK ð
and a thing which is true of every B is either false of [some] C or entirely
outside C. But
{The ‘or’ case is clearly impossible here, so why does he mention it? }

. @Q¯@ ñë @ Yê¯ . H. ñë ªJ.Ë@ ½Ë X áºJËð @ h. ªK. àñºK à @ I.m.'

it does have to be the case that some C is an A — let this some be B. This
is an ecthesis.
{NB Here Ibn Sı̄nā takes ecthesis to be the inference φ(a) so ∃xφ(x), not the
∃-elimination. Not really; he could be referring to the whole argument.}


Zúæ B àA¿ à@ É® JË ð @ , @ H. É¿ð , H. h. ªK. àñºJ¯ øQªË@ ºªJË ð @
Or let us convert the minor premise, so that [the premise-pair] becomes 117.10
‘Some C is a B’ and ‘Every B is an A’. Or let us say: If no
{Uses conversion and Darii. }



Êg @ Yë , @ H. É¿ àA¿ð , @ H. áÓ Zúæ C¯ , h. H. É¿ð , @ h. áÓ
C is an A and every B is a C, then no B is an A, whereas we had that every
B is an A, which is an absurdity
{For absurdity, reduces to Celarent. }

. èPñ»YÖÏ @ èPñË@ úÎ«ð
of the kind we mentioned.


: éËAJÓ . éJ . ËA éJKQk. i.JK éJ . ËA ø Q.ºË@ð áJJÊ¿ áÓ : úGAJË@ H. QåË@
[2.4.25] The second mood: From two universally quantified premises, 117.13
of which the major premise is negative, there follows an existentially quantified negative conclusion. For example:
{FELAPTON}


, @ h. áÓ Zúæ B à @ @ Yë áÓ Ð QÊK B , @ H. áÓ Zúæ Bð , h. H. É¿
Every B is a C;
and no B is an A.
It doesn’t follow from this that no C is an A,

(26)
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 @ h àA¿ AÖß.Q¯
, ªJ.Ë@ ½Ë X H. áªJÊ¯ . @ h. É¿ Ê¯ i.JK áºË . AÒîDÓ Ñ«
.

because C can include both the other terms. But it does follow that not 117.15
every C is an A. For this, identify as B the ‘some’ [C which is not an A],
{NB Curious counterexample to an example of Partee and others. }

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 12 Jan 13.
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áÓ Zúæ Bð , @ h. É¿ð , ½Ë Y» áºK ÕË à@ É® JË ð @ , øQªË@ ºªJË ð @
Or let us convert the minor premise. Or let us say ‘Otherwise every C is an
A, but no
{Converting the minor premise would reduce to first figure Ferio. }


 , h H áÓ Zúæ C¯@ H
. Êg @ Yë , h. H. É¿ àA¿ Y¯ð
.
. .
B is an A, so no B is a C. But we had that every B is a C, and this is absurd.
{Reduced to Camestres, so we have third figure reduced to second. }


 JË@ H. QåË@
: éËAJÓ .ø Q.» éJ . k. ñÓ éJÊ¿ð øQª éJ . k. ñÓ éJKQk. áÓ : IËA

[2.4.26] The third mood: From an existentially quantified affirmative 118.3
minor premise and a universally quantified affirmative major premise:
{DATISI}


 Ê« AÖß. éJÊ« áëQ.K ð . @ h. ªK. i.JK , @ H. É¿ð
. h. H. ªK.
IÒ
(27)

Some B is a C;
and every B is an A;
it follows that some C is an A.

It is proved in the way you learned

. È ð B@ H. QåË@ ú¯
for the first mood.

118.5


: éËAJÓ .ø Q.» éJ . k. ñÓ éJKQk. ð øQª éJ . k. ñÓ éJÊ¿ áÓ : ©K. @QË@ H. QåË@

[2.4.27] The fourth mood: From a universally quantified affirmative mi- 118.6
nor premise and an existentially quantified affirmative major premise. For
example:
{DISAMIS}


ªJ.Ë@ áªK à AK. @Q¯B AK. áJ.K . @ h. ªJ.¯ , @ H. ªK. ð , h. H. É¿
(28)

Every B is a C;
and some B is an A;
so some C is an A.

It is proved by ecthesis, by identifying the some
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, h. H. É¿ð H. X É¿ áºK @ X É¿ àñºJ¯ X ½Ë X áºJÊ¯ @ ñëð , H. ñë ø YË@

B which is an A, and letting it be D. So every D is an A; and every D be a
B and every B be a C,
{yakun should surely be wa-yakūnu, though there is no ms evidence for this.
}



ºªK Õç' ø Q.ºË@ ºªK à AK. áJ.K ð . @ h. ªJ.¯ @ X É¿ àA¿ð h. X É¾¯

so every D is a C, while every D was an A, so some C is an A. Also it can
be proved by converting the major premise and then converting
{The ecthesis reduces to Darapti! }


 JJË@
ªK. ºªJJ¯ , h. @ ªK. i.JJ¯ , h. H. É¿ð H. @ ªK. : àñºJ¯ éj
.

the conclusion so that we have: Some A is a B and every B is a C, so it 118.10
follows that some A is a C, which converts to: Some
{Conversion reduces to Darii. }



, h. H. É¿ð , @ h. áÓ Zúæ B àA¿ à@ éK @ ÊmÌ 'AK. A @ áJ.K ð . @ h.
C is an A. It can also be proved by absurdity, namely if no C is an A and
every B is a C,
{Absurdity reduces to Celarent. }

. Êg @ Yë . @ H. ªK. àA¿ð , @ H. áÓ Zúæ C¯
then no B is an A, while some B was an A. This is absurd.

: éËAJÓ .ø Q.» éJ . ËA éJKQk. ð øQª éJ . k. ñÓ


éJÊ¿ áÓ : ÓAmÌ '@ H. QåË@ð

[2.4.28] And the fifth mood is from a universally quantified affirmative 118.13
minor premise and an existentially quantified negative major premise.
{BOCARDO}




ø Q.ºË@ X@ ºªËAK. @ Yë áJ.K B . @ h. É¿ Ê¯ @ H. É¿ Ëð h. H. É¿

An example is:
(29)

Every B is a C;
and not every B is an A;
so not every B is an A.

This is not proved by conversion, because the major premise
Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 12 Jan 13.
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ø YË@ ZúæË@ Q®K à AK. , @Q¯B AK. áJ.Kð . éJKQk. ºªJK øQªË@ð ºªJK B
doesn’t convert and the minor premise converts to an existentially quantified proposition. It can be proved by ecthesis, by stipulating that the idea

 
. @ X áÓ Zúæ Bð , h. X É¿ IÒÊ«
AÒ» àñºJ¯ , X áºJËð @ Ëð H. ñë
[B AND NOT A] is D; then as you know, we have that every D is a C, and
no D is an A.
{This reduces to Felapton. }





. Êg @ Yë . h. H. É¿ Ê¯ @ H. É¿ Ëð @ h. É¿ àA¿ à@ éK @ ÊmÌ 'AK. ð

And [it can be proved] by absurdity; namely if every C is an A and not
every B is an A, then not every B is a C. This is absurd.
{Reduces to Baroco. }


: éËAJÓ .ø Q.» éJ . ËA éJÊ¿ð øQª éJ . k. ñÓ éJKQk. áÓ : XAË@ H. QåË@

[2.4.29] The sixth mood: From an existentially quantified affirmative 119.4
minor premise and a universally quantified negative major premise. For
example:


à AK. øQªË@ ºªK. áJ.K . @ h. É¿ Ê¯ , @ H. áÓ Zúæ Bð , h. H. ªK.
(30)

Some B is a C;
and no B is an A;
so not every C is an A.

It can be proved by conversion of the minor premise, namely
{FERISON}

 áÓ @ Yëð . @ Ë h. ªJ.¯ @ H. áÓ Zúæ Bð H. h. ªK. ÈA®K
É¾Ë@
one says: Some C is a B and no B is an A, so some C is not an A by the
{In fact by Ferio.}

 
, @ H. áÓ Zúæ B àA¿ð , @ h. É¾¯ B @ ð : ÈA®K à AK. ÊmÌ 'AK. ð . È ð B@
first figure. And by absurdity, namely one says: Otherwise every C is an A,
and we had that no B is an A,

. Êg @ Yëð , h. H. ªK. àA¿ð , h. H. áÓ Zúæ C¯
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so no B is a C; whereas we had that some B is a C, and this is absurd.
{Reduction to Camestres in second figure. }

 áK YêÊ¯ àC¾Ë@
 à@ Yë éJË@ ©k. QK àA¿ à@ ð È ð B@ É¾Ë@
 à @ ÕÎ« @ ð
áÊ¾Ë@
[2.4.30] Know that although the other two figures are reduced to the 119.9
first figure, those two figures do have



g
áë YË@ úÍ@ K . AË@ð AîD¯ ùªJJ.¢Ë@ AÖß @ I.Ë@ñË@ ªK. à @ ùëð , èYKA¯  éA
their own special use, namely that with some negative propositions, the 119.10
way that they naturally come first into the mind


º« àA¯ .A«ññÓ Qk B@ð BñÒm× AîD¯ áK QÓ B@ Yg @ àñºK à @ ñë , Bð @ AîDÓ
is with a particular one of the two ideas in them as the predicate and the
other as the subject. But if the proposition is converted,

Ë :Èñ® K à @ ½Ë X ÈAJÓ . áë YË@ úÍ@ K . AË@ Q« àA¿ð , AJªJJ.£ áºK ÕË

the result is not what naturally comes first into the mind. An example of
this is the sentence

     '
®K ð @ é®J®m . ZAÒË@
ÈAmÌ '@ ½Ë Y»ð . áë YË@ úÍ@ K . A ùªJJ.£ I.Ê @ Yë àA¯ , éÊJ
(31)

The sky is neither light nor heavy.

which is a denial in the form that naturally comes first into the mind. The
same holds
{As opposed to ‘Nothing light or heavy is the sky.’ See below.}

 Ë : AJËñ¯ ú¯
 Ë ð @ , éJKAÖß. ®JË@ I
 . ÖÏ @ PAJË@ I
ñº« AÓ A¯ . éJ KQÖß. èXQj
of the sentences
(32)

The soul is not mortal.

(33)

Naked fire is not visible.

And the conversions

áÓ Zúæ Ë ð @ ,ZAÒ. ÉJºJË@ ð @ J®mÌ '@ áÓ Zúæ B : AJËñ¯ ÉJÔ¯ è Yë
of these are for example:

119.15
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Nothing light or heavy is the sky.

or
(35)

Nothing mortal is a soul.

Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 13 Jan 13.
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 Ë AîEA ¯ , A®k
QÓ B@ úÎ« I
IKA¿ à@ ð .P AJK. úGQÖÏ @ Ë ð @ , ®JK. I KAÖÏ @

or
(36)

Nothing visible is fire.

Even if these [converted] forms are true, they are not the natural forms in
which


 ñÓ àñºK à AK úÍð @ PAJË@ àA
AîD« I.Ê é«ñ
¯ . áë YË@ úÍ@ K . AË@ð ùªJJ.¢Ë@
.
the proposition first comes into the mind. Fire comes first because it is the
subject of which one denies

.AêËAJÓ @ ú¯ ½Ë Y»ð .P AJË@ éJ« I.Ê ð A«ññÓ àñºK à @ úGQÖÏ @ áÓ úGQÖÏ @
visibility, rather than visibility being the subject of which one denies fire.
Likewise in the other examples.



 JKQm.Ì '@ àA
¯ A @ð
@P ñð àAB @ð à@ñJmÌ '@ AJªð @ X@ AKA¯ , AêË@ñk @ è Yë HA

In fact the situation is the same with existentially quantified propositions.
Thus when we posit ‘animal’ and ‘human’ and an

 ú¯ A«ññÓ à@ñJmÌ '@ àñºK à @ YJJk úÍð B@ àA¿ , AJKQk
,BñÒm× àAB @ð éJ®.Ë@
.
existential quantifier, the best arrangement in this case is that ‘animal’ is 120.5
the subject in the proposition and ‘human’ is the predicate,


. à@ñJk AJË@ ªK. : AJËñ¯ ÉJÓ A®k
àA¿ à@ ð . éº« B

not the other way round, even though it is true that
(37)

Some people are animals.

QJ» ú¯ Pñj.J¯
[2.4.31] Then it is possible in many

ÈAg áÓ ú«@QK ð ,I.k. ñÓð I.ËA áÓ áKA¾Ë@ JË AJË@ àñºK à @ ©@ñÖÏ @ áÓ
places that a premise-pair consisting of one negative proposition and one
affirmative, and the result of taking care to put the negative proposition


éJJë úÎ« Õæ® J AÖß @ úÍð @ ñë AÓ úÎ«ð ùªJJ.£ ñë AÓ úÎ« àñºK à @ I.ËAË@
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into the natural and preferable form is just that the premise-pair takes shape
as a


 éJJë úÎ« AÒê®JË AK àñºJ¯ . úGAJË@ É¾Ë@
.ùªJJ.¢Ë@ úÍ@ H. Q¯ @ úGAJË@ É¾Ë@
syllogism in the second figure. So the premise-pair consisting of these two
propositions will be more natural if it is put in the second figure.

 éJJë úÎ« ©®K AÖß@ úÎ¾Ë@ ©Ó ùªJJ.£ ñëð úG Qm.Ì '@ JË AK àñºK ½Ë Y»ð
É¾Ë@
And likewise a premise-pair consisting of an existentially quantified propo- 120.10
sition in its natural form and a universally quantified proposition may just
turn out to have the form of


 JË@
ék. ñË@ úÎ« I.ÊË@ PA ,È ð B@ úÍ@ JË AJË@ ©k. QK úæk
AJº« @ X@ ð . IËA

a third figure syllogism. Then when we convert so that the premise-pair
reduces to the first figure, the negative proposition comes to have a form


.ùªJJ.£ Q« ùªJJ.¢Ë@ úG Qm.Ì '@ PAð , áë YË@ úÍ@ K . A Bð ùªJJ.¢. Ë ø YË@
which is not what naturally comes first comes to mind, and an existentially
quantified proposition in its natural form becomes unnatural.

 JË@ð úGAJË@ É¾ËA
 ¯
. AÒîD« úæªJÖß. AË à X@ IËA
So we do need the second and third figures.

 Ï @ AK A®Ë@
 à @ á £ áÓð
é®Ê¢Ö
[2.4.32] The person who thought that absolute propositions

120.13



 Ï @ AK A®Ë@
 AîD¯ ÉÒªJ ÐñÊªË@ Q» @ àA
É¿ áÓ é®Ê¢Ö
¯ . A¢k @ Y® ¯ ÉÒªJ B
are not used in practice was mistaken. In fact absolute propositions of every
sort are used in most of the sciences,


 J ñë ø YË@ ÕÎªË @ ú¯ Añkð , HA
 Ï @ áÓ k
 ®Ê¢Ö
Õºk ø YË@ Ég. QË@ é«A
.
and particularly in the science which is the art of the man who voiced
{From next line, this logician was a philosopher. al-Fārābı̄? }


 . K à @ X@P @ @ XA¯ . úÎ¿ H. ñÊ¢Ó É¿
 . K ¬ñÊJ®Ë@ à @ úÎ« . á ¢Ë@ @ YîE.
Ij
á« Ij
this opinion. This is because philosophers investigate any universally quantified goal. When a philosopher wants to investigate
Transcription checked 9 Feb 09. Readings checked 13 Jan 13.
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 Ê¢Ó
 úÎ¿ H ñÊ¢Ó á«
 JÓ Õæk. É¿
?¼Qj
Éëð ?Qg é®ªË@ Éë : ÑêËñ®»
.
a goal which is universally quantified and absolute, for example
(38)

Is abstinence good?

and
(39)

Is every body mobile?

 K PðQåË@ áÓ i.JK à @ áºÖß Ê¯
. HA

it may not be possible to deduce these from necessary truths.
{d.arūrı̄ presumably necessary propositions rather than necessity propositions. }

. éKCJË@ ÈA¾ B@ è Yg ÈAg à X@ ÕÎ« Y® ¯
[2.4.33] So now the facts about these three figures are known.

 Y ®Ö Ï @ à @ ÕÎªJÊ¯ ½Ë X ÕÎ« X@ ð
,ÕºmÌ '@ @ Yë AîE@Q¯@ ú¯ AêÒºk éK PðQåË@ HAÓ
[2.4.34] And that being the case, you should know that premise-pairs
consisting of necessity premises behave in the same way,



. ÊmÌ '@ úÍ@ AîEAJK. ú¯ h. AJm' úæË@ ©@ñÖÏ @ ú¯ ËAm' AîDºË . Aêm.' AJK ú¯ ½Ë Y»ð
and the same goes for conclusions [that are necessity propositions]. But
they differ in the places where their proofs require one to use absurdity.

 JJË@ I KA¿ @ X@ éK B ½Ë Xð . éK PðQå àñºK B Aêm' AJK A® K à B ½Ë Xð
éj
.
.

This is because the contradictory negations of their conclusions will not be 121.5
necessity propositions. The reason for this is that if the conclusion


 JË@ É¾Ë@
 ú¯ AÓ@ ð úGAJË@ É¾Ë@
 ú¯ AÓ@ , @ h. É¿
@ XA¯ , IËA
Ë èPðQåËAK.
is that with necessity not every C is an A — which can happen either in the
second figure or in the third figure — then when



Ë : éJ® K Yg. ñK à @ AÓ@ Ém' ÕË , k
éJ® J¯ A®k
@ Yë áºK ÕË à@ : AJÊ¯

we say ‘If this is not true, then its contradictory negation is true’, then we
have just two options. The first is to take the contradictory negation, which
42
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is
(40)

It is not the case that with necessity not every C is an A.


 m'. éÓ Y ®Ö Ï @ è Yë Ym.' C¯ , @ h. É¿
AîDË@ ¬A à @ áºÖß IJ
Ë èPðQåËAK.

But then you will find that this premise is not of a kind that can have added
to it




 ú¯ AÜ Ø Zúæ
@ Yë àA¯ , @ h. É¿ àñºK à @ áºÖß éK @ ñëð ½Ë X Ð PB AÓ@ ð , AJ®Ë@
one of the premises of the [original] syllogism [so as to make a premisepair]. The second option is to take a consequence of this proposition, namely
that
(41)

Possibly every C is an A.

This

 B@ àA¾ÓB @ éêk
 Ë AJK J» ÕÎ ªK ÕË I K @ð . Ñ«
 AJk ñÓ àñºK Ð PCË@
AJ®Ë@
. ..

consequence affirms a modality, namely broad possibility. But you haven’t 121.10
yet learned how to compose syllogisms that consist of

 B@ àA¾ÓB AK áºÜØ áÓ
 ©Ó Ñ«
ÊmÌ 'AK. éJJ.K úÍ@ ÉJ. B à XA¯ . éK PðQå éÓ Y ®Ó
.
a possibility premise in the sense of broader possibility, together with a
necessity premise. So therefore there is no way to prove the syllogism by
absurdity

. ø PðQåË@ð áºÒÖÏ @ áÓ CJkB @ ÕæÊªK ÉJ.¯

before one has learned about syllogisms whose premises are a mixture of
possible and necessary.

AÓ @ð . @Q¯B AK. áJ.K à @ ùªJ.J¯
[2.4.35] So one has to prove it by ecthesis. Consider


 áÓ ©K. @QË@ H. QåË@
, H. h. É¿ Ë : èPðQåËAK. @ Yºë àñºJ¯ úGAJË@ É¾Ë@
the fourth mood of the second figure. In this case we have
(42)

With necessity not every C is a B;
and with necessity every A is an B.
This entails that with necessity not every C is an A’.
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{BAROCO. In line 121.14 correct kullu b a to kullu a b, as in several mss.}



ªJ.Ë@ áªJÊ¯ . @ h. É¿ Ë èPðQåËAK. i.JK , @ H. É¿ èPðQåËAK. ð

So let the ‘some’ which is necessarily a C and not a B be identified
{NB Incomprehensible argument with Ibn Sı̄nā’s text. But as always he
means ‘There is C that with necessity is not a B’. So his argument confirms
the reading of the sentence. }


Zúæ B èPðQåËAK. àA¿ @ XA¯ . X áºJËð , H. Ëð èPðQåËAK. h. ñë ø YË@
and called D. Since it was the case that with necessity no



ñë ø YË@ X áÓ Zúæ B èPðQåËAJ.¯ , H. @ É¿ èPðQåËAK. ð , H. X áÓ
D is a B, and with necessity every A is a B, with necessity no D — and D

. @ Ë h. ªJ.¯ @ h. ªK.

is some C — is an A, and so some C is not an A.
[2.4.34]

121.14 At face value, Ibn Sı̄nā is using an inference from ‘Necessarily
not every C is a B’ to ‘Some C is necessarily not a B’. This is the
Barcan implication. But that makes no sense here with modalities on the predicates rather than the quantifiers.
121.16 The data in this line certainly yield that some C is not an A, as
Ibn Sı̄nā claims here. But in 21.14 he claimed that this conclusion
holds with necessity, and that has not been established.
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 JË@ É¾Ë@
 áÓ ÓAmÌ '@ H. QåË@ AÓ @ð
, èPðQåËAK. h. H. É¿ :@ Yºë àñºJ¯ IËA

And the fifth mood of the third figure goes:
(43)

Every B is a C with necessity;
and with necessity not every B is an A;
this entails that with necessity, not every C is an A.

{BOCARDO LLL, cf. Najat 48.11 for more details.}

Let D be



X áºJÊ¯ . @ h. É¿ Ë : èPðQåËAK. i.JK , @ H. É¿ Ë èPðQåËAK. ð

èPðQåËAK ñëð , h ªJË@ ½Ë X àñºJ¯ , h ªK A @ ñë ø YË@ H ªK
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

[A B WHICH IS WITH NECESSITY NOT AN A]. Then the ‘some [C]’ is D,
and with necessity
{It seems to me the sense requires the second c to be d, though no ms support for this is given. }

. @ Ë
no D is an A.
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